
LOAD LIFTER PANEL (LLP) COMPONENTS 
 
 



ATTACHING THE LOAD LIFTER PANEL 

 
1. Place the LLP against the back of the NICE Frame, facing downward (the 
center compression strap ladderlock buckles should be against the frame). 
Attach the two lower attachment strap buckles to the frame’s female load lifter 
buckles, found on the front of the frame. The frame’s rear-facing center female 
buckles may be used if desired, but the vacant forward-facing load lifter buckles 
may interfere with the yoke.  
 

 



2. Flip over the LLP and route the two center attachment straps under the center 
stay on the NICE Frame.  
 

 



3. Slide the lower portion of the LLP under the center stay on the NICE Frame.  
 

 



4. Route the center attachment straps up through their attached ladderlock 
buckles, position the LLP at the desired height, and then snug the center 
attachment straps. The top of the vertical stays should be approximately one to 
two inches above the top of the yoke (shoulder straps), if possible.  
NOTE: The top edge of the upper horizontal stay webbing should be no higher 
than a half-inch below the top of the NICE Frame. 
 

 
 



5. Ensure the NICE Frame’s rear-facing female buckles are positioned beside the 
load lifter buckles.  
 

 



6. Pull firmly on the lower attachment straps. 
 

 



NOTE: The webbing and fabric on the NICE Frame will deform in some areas 
due to the pressure of the attachment straps. This is normal and will not harm the 
frame. 
 

 
 

 



7. Route the horizontal attachment strap through the one inch webbing on the left 
side of the upper horizontal stay.  
 

 



8. Route the horizontal attachment strap through the ladderlock buckle on the 
center of the upper horizontal stay and pull firmly.  
 

 



9. Pull the horizontal attachment strap outward and back, then forward as shown 
in step 8, to further tighten the webbing. 
 

 



10. Attach the yoke’s two load lifter strap buckles to the LLP’s load lifter buckles. 
 

 



If desired, the LLP’s vertical stays can be removed. 
 

 



DONNING AND DOFFING 
 

When donning and doffing the NICE Frame with the LLP attached, it is important 
to loosen the load lifter straps and keep the frame perpendicular to the 
ground. Doing so ensures excess force is not applied to the vertical stays of the 
LLP. 
 

 



If the frame is allowed to be parallel to the ground with the load lifter straps 
engaged while donning or doffing, the LLP’s vertical stays may bend excessively 
and break. This risk is minimized if using the optional aluminum stays.  
 

 


